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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of saturated formations introduced by W. Gaschiitz [5] is by 
now a fundamental part of the theory of finite soluble groups, and the basic 
results in this theory have since been extended to various classes of periodic 
locally soluble groups. In particular, extensions of the theory have been 
obtained by Stonehewer [15] to the class of periodic locally soluble groups 
having a locally nilpotent subgroup of finite index and by Tomkinson [16] 
to the class of periodic locally soluble FC-groups. In the second case of course 
conjugacy of the various types of subgroups concerned is replaced by local 
conjugacy. In addition, Wehrfritz [17] has developed a theory of basis 
normalizers and Carter subgroups in the class 6 of all homomorphic images 
of periodic soluble linear groups. It is our aim to show, roughly speaking, 
that a theory of saturated formations can always be constructed in the 
presence of a satisfactory Sylow structure. The approach which we shall 
discuss gives a theory equivalent to Stonehewer’s in the case which he con- 
sidered and also, in view of Wehrfritz’s work on the Sylow structure of 
periodic soluble linear groups ([17] Th eorem Al) gives a theory of saturated 
formations in the class 6;. When applied to the class of all finite soluble groups 
our theory agrees with that developed by Gaschiitz. We also obtain projectors 
in any class of finite soluble groups which is closed under subgroups and 
homomorphic images. Although these need not be the projectors associated 
with any saturated formation they are always associated with some Schunk 
class (saturated homomorph) [14]. 
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Before stating our main results we introduce some notation. If X is any 
class of groups (by which as usual we understand that X contains all 
groups of order 1 and is closed under isomorphisms) and 7~ is a set of 
primes we denote by X, the class of rr-groups in X and by X* the class of 
finite X-groups. 6 denotes the class of periodic locally soluble groups and 
% the class of nilpotent groups. We use the notation of group classes 
and closure operations developed by P. Hall and set out for example in [6] 
or [13]. 
Let U be the largest subgroup-closed class of locally finite groups satisfying 
the conditions: 
Ul If GEU then G has a$nite series 1 = GO 4 G1 **a 4 G, = G 
with locally nilpotent factors. 
U2 If GE U and T is a set of primes then the Sylow rr-subgroups of G 
are conjugate in G. 
(By a Sylow n-subgroup of G we mean simply a maximal n-subgroup of G). 
Notice that by the Hirsch-Plotkin Theorem if G has a finite series with locally 
nilpotent factors then G also has such a series consisting of normal subgroups 
of G. U contains Stonehewer’s class (~%*)6* [15] and also Wehrfritz’s class 
6 ([17] Theorem Al). 
We first study the Sylow structure of U-groups, proving in particular that 
every U-group possesses a unique conjugacy class of Sylow bases (Theorem 2.10) 
and that U is Q-closed (Corollary 2.2). 
We also need information about the chief factors of U-groups. Now every 
U-group belongs to 6 and every chief factor of an G-group is an elementary 
abelian p-group (possibly infinite) for some prime p ([l l] or ([I31 Theorem 
4.31)). We prove that if GE G then the intersection of the centralizers of the 
p-chief factors of G is O,,,(G), the largest normal 6,&,-subgroup of G 
(Theorem 3.8). 
If H/K is a chief factor of some group G, we denote by Ao(H/K) the group 
of automorphisms induced by G on H/K. Thus &H/K) E G/C,(H/K). 
If G E 6, p is a prime and 9 is some class of groups we denote by Co@), p) 
the intersection of the centralizers in G of those p-chief factors H/K of G 
such that Ao(H/K) E 9. Of course we interpret this intersection to be G 
if no such chief factors exist. This group is the (g, p)-centralizer of G. 
Let a be a Q-closed subclass of 6. A class X < b is called a (9, p)-prefor- 
mation if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
P1 x = Qx. 
P2 If G E P then G/C&E, p) E 3. 
These conditions are automatically satisfied if X is a ID-formation, that is a 
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Q-closed subclass of 3 such that 3 n ti < X. More generally if a(p) is 
some q-closed class such that G/O,,,(G) E D(p) for all GE D then every 
D(p)-formation is a (3, p)-preformation. It happens in many cases that the 
class of finite soluble groups will serve as B(p). 
We now obtain saturated D-formations as follows. If v is a non-empty set 
of primes, a Il)-preformation function f on r associates with each p E v a 
(a, p)-preformation f(p). The saturated D-formation defined by f is 
We shall see that 5 is in fact a B-formation (Lemma 4.2). It consists of all 
n-groups GE 3 such that for all p E r and p-chief factors H/K of G, 
A,(H/K) E f(p). In the usual way every saturated D-formation can be 
defined by a D-preformation function f which is integrated, that is which 
satisfies the condition f(p) < g(f) for allp E rr (Corollary 4.3). All the prefor- 
mation functions we consider will be assumed to have this property. 
It turns out that many of the standard saturated formations considered in 
finite soluble group theory correspond to saturated G-formations. For 
example the class (L‘%*)" of G-groups of La-length < K, the class (6,,6,)%,* 
of G-groups of p-length < R and the class of periodic locally supersoluble 
groups are examples of saturated G-formations. 
If ZE is any class of groups an X-projector of a group G is an &subgroup X 
of G such that whenever X < H < G, K 4 Hand H/K E X then H = KX. 
We use this term, which was introduced by Gaschiitz, in preference to the 
perhaps more conventional “x-covering subgroup”. 
Our main theorem is then the following: 
THEOREM 5.4. If fi is a @closed subclass of U and 5 is a saturated R-forma- 
tion then each R-group possess a unique conjugacy class of $J-projectors. 
We shall see in Sec. 6 that the saturated 6*-formations are precisely the 
saturated formations in the sense of Gaschtitz. Thus the above result is 
equivalent to the original theorem of Gaschiitz [5] in that case. (This of 
course uses the well known result of Gaschiitz and Lubeseder to the effect 
that every saturated formation may be “locally defined”). When R is Stone- 
hewer’s class (L'%*)G*, the above result is equivalent to the corresponding 
result of Stonehewer ([15] Theorem 9.5). 
Sections 2 and 3 are concerned with developing the Sylow theory and 
properties of chief factors in U-groups. In Sec. 4 we define &normalizers in 
a manner analogous to that of Carter and Hawkes [l] and establish some of 
their properties. In particular we prove that for the groups we consider if the 
g-residual Gs of a group G is abelian then it is complemented in G and the 
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complements are precisely the @normalizers of G. In Sec. 5 we prove Theorem 
5.4 and establish some results relating $+normalizers and g-projectors. For 
example in the class in which we work we have if GE (L%)~$J then every 
i$normalizer of G is contained in a unique &projector of G. This result and the 
complementation result just mentioned extend corresponding results of 
Carter and Hawkes [l]. Finally in Sec. 6 we consider various applications 
of our results. 
Notation. If G is a group then H < G denotes that His a subgroup of G. 
If X is a subset of G then (X) denotes the subgroup of G generated by X. 
n will always denote a non-empty set of primes and V’ the complementary 
set. If M = {MD}Z)EV is some set of subgroups of a group G, H < G and 
N u G then M n H denotes the set (M, n H)9ET and MN/N the set 
WUW’9,~~ . 
By a Sylow basis of a group G we mean a complete set S = {S,) of Sylow 
p-subgroups of G, one for each prime p, such that (S,; p E 7) is a n-group 
for each set r of primes. We often write S, = (S,; p E n). Although S, is 
occasionally used to denote a Sylow m-subgroup which is not associated with 
any particular Sylow basis the possibility of confusion seems unlikely. If S 
is a Sylow basis of G the associated basis normalizer of S is No(S) = 
n, No(%) = f7, No(Se,). 
By a series of type Q of a group G (where Q is some totally ordered set) 
we mean a set (Ll, , V,; u E Q) of pairs of subgroups of G indexed by L2 and 
such that 
(i) V, QA,forallufQ 
(ii) (1, < V, ;f~ < 0. 
(iii) G - 1 = lJ,,.o (/lo - V,) 
where G - 1 denotes the set of elements f 1 of G and fl,, - V, the set of 
elements of /l, which do not belong to o I/. Such a series is called a normal 
series if the subgroups A, and V, are all normal in G, and is a chief series if in 
addition (1,/V, is a minimal normal subgroup of G/V, for each (T E Q. Every 
normal series can be refined to a chief series. 
In general Jordan-Holder theorems do not hold for series of this kind. 
It may happen for example that a group G has a chief factor H/K which is 
not even of the same order as any factor in some given chief series of G. 
It is this fact which causes many of our difficulties. We refer to [13] for a 
fuller discussion of series. 
If f is some preformation function and G some group we shall often refer 
to the f(p)-centralizer of G rather than the (f(p),p)-centralizer and this 
group will often be denoted by C, or C,(G). 
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2. SYLOW THEORY 
We begin with some elementary but useful results on Sylow n-subgroups 
and Sylow bases of U-groups. 
LEMMA 2.1. If N CI G E U and S, is a Sylow r-subgroup of G then 
(i) S, CI N is a Sylow n-subgroup of N and all Sylow +subgroups of N 
are of this form, 
(ii) S,N/N is a Sylow n-subgroup of G/N and all Sylow x-subgroups of 
GIN are of this form, 
(iii) If S,* is a Sylow ,‘-subgroup of G then S,S,, = G. 
Proof. (i) This is immediate from the conjugacy of the Sylow n-subgroups 
(cf. ([9] p. 161)). 
(ii) We first consider the case when G/N is a r-group, proving that then 
G = S,N by induction on the length of a normal L%-series 
1 = G,, < G, < **. < G, = G (1) 
of G. If n = 1 the result is clear and so we may assume that n > 1. Then 
G,-r/G,+ n N z G,-lN/N E B, and S, n G,-r is a Sylow z--subgroup of 
Gnel whence G,-, = (G,-r n S,,)(G,-, n N). Hence S,N > G,-r . 
Assume that S,N < G. Then since G/N is a r-group there is a n-element 
x 6 S,N. Let L be a subgroup of G containing S,N and maximal with respect 
to x $L and let M = (L, x}. Then L is a maximal subgroup of M and since 
M/GnA1 E L'$ it follows that L q M ([II] or [13] Theorem 4.31). 
Now since the Sylow n-subgroups of M are conjugate x is conjugate in M 
to an element of S, . Hence x EL, a contradiction. Thus S,N = G. 
In the general case if N is any normal subgroup of G and H/N is a Sylow 
rr-subgroup of G/N then H = T,,N for some Sylow n-subgroup T, of H. It 
is then immediate that T, is a Sylow n-subgroup of G. The rest then follows 
from the conjugacy of the Sylow rr-subgroups of G. 
(iii) We again use induction on the length of a normal La-series (1) 
of G. We may clearly assume n > 1 and from (i) that Gnel < S,,S,, . On the 
other hand (ii) gives G = S,G,-,S,,, whence G = S,S,, as claimed. 
COROLLARY 2.2. U = QU. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be any group, N u G and S be a v-subgroup of G. 
If S n N is a Sylow n-subgroup of N and SNIN is a Sylow r-subgroup of GIN 
then S is a Sylow n-subgroup of G. 
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Proof. Suppose S < S, , a Sylow a-subgroup of G. Then S n N = 
S, n N and ShT = S,N. Hence S, = S(N n S,) = S(N n S) = S as 
claimed. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let GE U and let H, K be subgroups of G such that 
K < No(H). Let S be a m-subgroup of G such that S n H and S n K are 
Sylow n-subgroups of H and K respectively. Then S n HK = (S n H)(S n K) 
is a Sylow r-subgroup of HK. 
Proof. Clearly S n K normalizes S n H so that the product T = 
(S n H)(S n K) is a rr-subgroup of HK. Now T n H = S n H, a Sylow 
rr-subgroup of H. Also the restriction to K of the natural homomorphism 
HK + HK/H is surjective and therefore maps S n K to a Sylow r-subgroup 
of HK/H by Lemma 2.1 (ii). Hence H(S n K)/H = HT/H is a Sylow 
rr-subgroup of HKIH. Lemma 2.2 then shows that T is a Sylow rr-subgroup 
of HK. In particular T = S n HK. 
The following lemma allows us to obtain an equivalent form of the defini- 
tion of Sylow bases in U-groups. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let GE U, let o, 7 be disjoint sets of primes and let S, T be 
o- and r-subgroups of G respectively. Then the following two conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) (S, T) is a o v r-group and S, T are Sylow o- and r-subgroups 
respectively of it. 
(ii) ST = TS. 
Proof. We may clearly assume G = (S, T). 
First assume condition (i). Then T is a Sylow &-subgroup of G and Lemma 
2.1 (iii) gives ST = TS. 
We now deduce (i) from (ii). Let U be a Sylow /-subgroup of G = ST 
containing S. Then U = S(T n U) and since T is a r-group, T n U = 1. 
Therefore S is a Sylow /-subgroup of G. It follows from U2 that every 
T/-element of G is conjugate to an element of S and so is a o-element. Since 
every element of G is a product of a T-element and a T’-element which com- 
mutes with it, G is a u u T-group and S is a Sylow u-subgroup of it. Similarly 
T is a Sylow r-subgroup of G. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let S = {S,} be a complete set of Sylow p-subgroups of 
the U-group G, one for each prime p. Then the following two conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) S is a Sylow basis of G. 
(ii) S,S, = S,S, for all p, q. 
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Proof. Assume first (i). Then (S, , S,) is a p, q-group and Lemma 2.5 
gives S,S, = S,S, . 
In proving (ii) implies (i) we must show that H = (S,; p E 7r) is a a-group 
for any set ZT of primes. It is enough to consider the case when x is finite. We 
then have (assuming r # a) H = nIPEC S, = SOS, where u = 7~ -- (p} 
and S, = nIPEO S, . By induction S, is a u-group whence Lemma 2.5 gives 
that His a n-group. 
We shall see later that any U-group has a unique conjugacy class of Sylow 
bases; however as yet we make no claims about existence or conjugacy. 
We note, however, the following elementary facts. Here as usual, a Sylow 
basis S of a group G is said to reduce into a subgroup H of G if S n H is a 
Sylow basis of H. From the definition this happens if and only if S, n H is 
a Sylow p-subgroup of H for each p. Similarly if S, is a Sylow sr-subgroup of 
G the statement “S, reduces into H” means that S, n H is a Sylow r-sub- 
group of H. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let GE U, N 4 G and let S be a Sylow basis of G. Then 
(i) S reduces into N, 
(ii) SNjN is a Sylow basis of G/N, 
(iii) if H and K are subgroups of G with K < No(H) and if S reduces 
into Hand K then S reduces into HK, 
(iv) npEn S, is a Sylow rr-subgroup of G. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate from the definition and Lemma 2.1. 
(iii) is immediate from Corollary 2.4. 
To prove (iv) we first show by an easy induction on L%-length (the details 
of which we omit) that n S, = G where the product is over all primes. 
Hence G = S,S,,, where S, , S,, are the products of those members of S 
corresponding to primes in n and rr’ respectively. It then follows as in the proof 
of Lemma 2.3 that S,, is a Sylow n-subgroup of G. 
The next lemma is fundamental in establishing the existence and conjugacy 
of Sylow bases in U-groups. We do this by proving conjugacy first and 
deducing existence from it. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let GE U and let S, T be Sylow bases of G. Suppose there 
exists a normal sX-subgroup R of G such that RS, = RT, for all p. Then 
there exists a finite set v of primes such that, for all primes p, (S, , T,) is a 
rr V {p)-group. 
Proof. For each prime p let u(p) be the set of prime divisors of orders of 
elements of (S, , T,), together with p in case S, = 1. We first prove that 
u(p) is finite. Indeed as RS, = RT, we have S,” = T, for some x E R. 
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Letting {R,} be the unique Sylow basis of R we have x E R, for some finite 
set T of primes. Hence T, < R,S, and so a(p) is a subset of the finite set 
7 ” (PI* 
Now assume that there is no set n satisfying the requirements of the lemma. 
Under this assumption we construct two disjoint infinite sequences (9,; 
i = 1, 2 ,... }, {qi; i = 1, 2 ,... } of distinct primes such that for each i, (SPi , TDi) 
contains a non-trivial qi-element. 
By assumption there is a prime p, such that (SOI , TD1) is not a PI-group. 
This group then contains a non-trivial gr-element for some or # p, and the 
construction begins. At the k-th stage, consider the set 
u = 6 (U(Pi) ” 4li>>. 
i=l 
By our introductory remarks this is a finite set of primes; hence it does not 
satisfy the requirements for n. This means that there is a prime p,,, such 
that c%$+, 7 TDk,,> contains a non-trivial q,+,-element with qk+l $ (T and 
qk+l f p,,, . Then qk+l is not one of the primes already constructed and 
since qk+l belongs to u(plc+r) but not to u, neither is p,,, . Thus the construc- 
tion proceeds. 
Let v = {p, ,p, ,...}. Then clearly (S, , TV) contains elements of order qi 
for all i = 1, 2,... . However RS, = RT, and so S,Y = T,, for some y E R. 
Since y E R, for some finite set 0 we obtain TV < RBSv . Hence (S, , TV) 
is a v u O-group, a contradiction. This proves the existence of the set n 
mentioned. 
LEMMA 2.9. If G E U and S, T are Sylow buses of G then S and T are 
conjugate in G. 
Proof. We use induction on the length of a normal L%-series of G. This 
allows us to assume that G has a normal rX-subgroup R such that SR/R 
and TR/R are conjugate in G/R. We may therefore assume that S,R = T,R 
for all primes p. 
Let r be a set constructed according to Lemma 2.8 and let (R,} be the 
unique Sylow basis of R. Then as (S, , T,) < RS, we have (S, , T,) = 
S,((S, , T,) n R) < S,R,R, = S,R, whence we obtain 
S,R, = T,R, (2) 
for all p. Hence S,,R, = T,,R, for all p E n. Let x = {p, ,..., pl,}. Then for 
i = 1, 2,..., K there exists xi E RDi such that 
Sf;, = TDi, . 
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Let x=x,*+.x,. Since xi belongs to every Sylow pj’-subgroup of G for 
j # i, and therefore normalizes every such subgroup, we have 
for i = 1, 2,..., R. Notice x E R, . 
Now SPi = S, n nj+$ SPj, . It follows from (2) that S,, = T,, , and since 
this subgroup is normalized by x we have 
sEd = S,” n n s;; = T, n f-j Tsj. = TDi. 
j#i j#i 
Furthermore if p $ rr then S, = R,S, n ne, Spit and as x E R, we obtain 
using (2) 
S,” = (R,S,)” n A Szip = R,T, n h TDi. = T, . 
id i=l 
Thus SE = T and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2.10. Every U-group possesses a unique conjugacy class of Sylow 
bases. 
Proof. It remains only to prove that every U-group G possesses a Sylow 
basis. This we do as usual by induction on the length of an L%-series of G. 
We may assume then that G has a normal subgroup N such that G/HE L% 
and H has Sylow bases. 
Let $3 ,pz ,... be the primes in natural order, let HO = H and define 
inductively H,+,/H, to be the Sylow p,+,-subgroup of G/H, for i = 0, l,... . 
Then Hi Q G for each i and u:, Hi = G. We construct inductively for 
each i 3 0 a Sylow basis Si) of Hi such that Si) n Hj = S(j) if j < i. 
Let S(O) be any Sylow basis of H. Suppose that we have already constructed 
S(O),..., Su). Then if y E Hi+1 , Si)g is a Sylow basis of Hi and so Lemma 2.9 
gives S(i)~z = Su) for some x E Hi . Hence yx E iVp = NH,+,(S(i)), and it 
follows that 
H,+1 = HiNi . (3) 
Let S ei+l be a Sylow pi+,-subgroup of Ni and define 
s(i+1) = SC"' 
91 53 for j#i+l 
Corollary 2.4 and (3) above show that each SgJT1) is a Sylow p+ubgroup of 
Hi+, . Since the subgroups SPj ofi) clearly permute in pairs Corollary 2.6 shows 
that s’i+l’ = {Sf+l’} is a Sylow basis of H,+l . Evidently S@+l) n Hi = Sfi). 
481/17/z-3 
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The construction may thus be carried out, and {SC;; j = 1, 2,...} is a 
Sylow basis of G. This proves Theorem 2.10. 
COROLLARY 2.11. IfGEUandN Q Gthen 
(i) every Sylow basis of N has theform S n N 
(ii) every Sylow basis of GIN has the form SNIN 
for some Sylow basis S of G. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.2, Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.10. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let G E U, S,t, S, , be Sylow v and rr’-subgroups respectively 
of G and H, M be normal subgroups of G. Let N = No(S, n M). Then 
(i) HM n HS, = H(M n S,,) 
(ii) HN = N,(HM n HA’,) 
(iii) S,,, reduces into N. 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.1 S, n M is a Sylow rr-subgroup of M and 
H(S, n M)/H is a Sylow n-subgroup of HMIH. Since (HM n HS,,)/H 
is a a-group the result follows. 
(ii) By (i) N,(HM n HS,) = N,(H(M n S,)). If x is any element of 
this normalizer then (M n S,)* < H(M n S,). Now M n S, and (M n S,) 
are Sylow v-subgroups of M and therefore of the group they generate. They 
are therefore conjugate in that group and so are conjugate under H. Hence 
(M n S,)ZY = M n S, for some y E H. Thus xy E N and so x E HN. Hence 
No(H(M n S,)) < HN and since the reverse inclusion is obvious the two 
subgroups are equal. This is of course a special case of the well known fact 
that the normalizer of a pronormal subgroup is preserved by homomorphisms. 
(iii) As S, < N and G = S,S,,, we have N = S,(S,, n N). Hence 
A’,# n N is a Sylow rr’-subgroup of N. 
We now introduce a concept similar to but rather more general than that 
of the &-normalizers of a group corresponding to a saturated formation 5. 
This notion has been considered in the finite case by Prentice [12] and also by 
Fischer. 
If r is a set of primes and G E U then by a r-system of G we mean simply 
a collection M = (M,},,, of normal subgroups of G, one for each p E rr. 
If S is a Sylow basis of G the M-normalizer of G associated with S is 
D =S, n (-jN, 
wn 
where N, = N&S,,? n M,). 
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By Theorem 2.10 G has a unique conjugacy class of M-normalizers for 
each M. The following lemma gives some of their properties. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let M be a n-system of a U-group G, let S be a Sylow basis 
of G and let D be the M-normalizer of G associated with S. Then 
(i) for p E V, S, n N, = S, n D is a Sylow p-subgroup of D, 
(ii) S reduces into D, 
(iii) D=(S,nN,;p~n)=(S,nD;p~rr), 
(iv) if H Q G then DHIH is the MHIH -normalizer of G/H associated 
with SHjH. 
Proof. (i) If p, q E r andp f q then S, < S,, < N, . Hence S, n N, < 
S, n &,, N, = D. By Lemma 2.12 (iii) S, n N, is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
N, . Hence it is also a Sylowp-subgroup of D and S, n N, = S, n D. 
(ii) and (iii) are immediate consequences of(i). 
(iv) Since S, n N, is a Sylow p-subgroup of N, , (S, n NJ H/H is a 
Sylowp-subgroup of N,H/H. Hence (S, n N,)H/H = S,HIH n N,H/H = 
S,H/H n NoIH(S9,H/H n M,H/H) by Lemma 2.12 (ii). It follows from 
this and (iii) above that the W/H-normalizer of G/H associated with SH/H 
is ((S, n N,)H/H; p E m). But this is clearly DH/H. 
3. CHIEF FACTORS 
By a well known theorem of McLain ([I I] or ([13] Theorem 4.31)) every 
minimal normal subgroup of a locally soluble group is abelian. Thus every 
chief factor of an G-group is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p; 
such a factor will be called ap-chief factor. 
The following important result was first proved by P. Hall for finite soluble 
groups and was also proved by Stonehewer for (L%*)6*-groups [15]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G E U. Let M CJ G, S,, be a Sylow p’-subgroup of G, 
ND = N,(S,, n M) and H/K b e a chief factor of G. Then N, covers H/K 
unless H/K is a p-chief factor not centralized by M. In that case N, avoids H/K. 
As usual a subgroup X of G is said to cover a chief factor H/K of G if 
H<KXandtoavoidH/KifHnX<K. 
The proof of this lemma depends on the following result which is well 
known in the finite case. It was communicated to us by Dr. 0. H. Kegel and 
we are grateful for his permission to include it here. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a locally Jinite group, k afield of prime characteristic p
and let V be an irreducible right kG-module which is faithful for G. Then 
O,(G) = 1. 
Notice that we do not assume that V is finite-dimensional over k. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and choose I f x E O,(G). Let X = (x) 
and let v be an element of V such that ZIX f ~1. Then the smallest X-invariant 
subgroup U of V containing v is finite. Now if 0 # u E U the irreducibility 
of V tells us that u * kG = V. Hence there is a finite subgroup G, of G 
such that 
u * kG, > U. (1) 
Let H = (x, G,; 0 # u E U>. Then H is finite and the kH-module W 
generated by U is finite-dimensional over k. Furthermore by (1) any non-zero 
element of U generates Was kH-module. Thus if we choose a kH-submodule 
WI of W maximal among those which meet U trivially then W, is actually 
a maximal kH-submodule of W and W/W, is an irreducible kH-module. 
Now x E O,(G) n H < O,(H) and so by the finite case of our theorem x 
induces the identity on any irreducible kH-module. In particular x induces 
the identity on W/W, . However U s U + WI/WI as X-groups and so x 
acts as the identity on U. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If G E 6 and H/K is a p-chief factor of G then 
O,(G/C,(H/K)) = 1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 2.12 we may assume K = 1. We distin- 
guish three cases. 
Case 1. H is a PI-group. Then H < S,, < N, as required. 
Case 2. H is a p-group centralized by M. Then H normalizes every 
subgroup of M and in particular S,, n M; thus H < N, again. 
Case 3. H is a p-group not centralized by M. Let C = Co(H) and 
C, = C n M. Then C and C, are normal subgroups of G, C, < M, and 
M/C, z MC/C, a normal subgroup of G/C. By Corollary 3.3 O,(G/C) = 1; 
hence O,(M/C,) = 1. 
Since M/C, E U it has non-trivial L%-radical and therefore contains for 
some prime q a non-trivial characteristic q-subgroup Q/C, . By the above 
remarks q # p. Hence Q < (S,, n M)C. Now clearly [H n ND , S,, n M] < 
H n S,, n M = 1. Hence Q centralizes H n ND. But C,(Q) 4 G and as 
Q $ C, C,(Q) < H. It follows that C,(Q) = 1 and so H n N, = 1. This 
means that N, avoids H/l, as required. 
The covering and avoidance properties of M-normalizers may be deduced 
from Lemma 3.1 in the usual way. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let G E Il. Let M be a rr-system of G, S a Sylow basis of G 
and D the corresponding M-normalizer of G. Then D avoids all chief factors of G 
except he p-chief factors centralized by Mr, with p E n=, which it covers. 
Proof. We have 
D=S,n nN, 
Psn 
where N, = Nc(S,, n M,). 
Clearly D avoids all VI-chief factors of G. Now if p E n a p-chief factor of G 
not centralized by M, is already avoided by N, (by Lemma 3.1) and is 
a fortiori avoided by D. On the other hand a p-chief factor of G centralized 
by M, is covered by N, and hence also by S, n N, , which is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of ND by Lemma 2.12. But S, n ND < D by Lemma 2.13 so 
that D also covers the chief factor in question. 
We now show that the group N, considered in Lemma 3.1 depends only 
on the set of p-chief factors of G centralized by M. Thus the M-normalizers 
of G for a given M depend only on the centralizing properties of the sub- 
groups in M. 
If M* denotes the intersection of the centralizers of those p-chief factors 
of G centralized by M and N,* = N,(S,, n M*) then clearly M* > M 
and N,* < N, . Furthermore N, and N,* cover and avoid the same chief 
factors of G by Lemma 3.1. However the fact that even a locally finite p-group 
may possess proper subgroups which cover every chief factor [7] makes it 
unlikely that an approach on these lines will prove N, = N,“. We therefore 
adopt a less direct approach based on the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be any group and let S, T be subgroups of G conjugate in 
(S, T). Suppose that (H&, is a tower of normal subgroups of G such that 
S((J,,, H,,) = T(u,,, HA). Then SH, = TH,, for some X E A. 
Proof. As <S, T> < WA,, HA) it follows that S and T are conjugate 
by an element of this union. Such an element lies in some H,, , whence 
SH, = TH, . 
LEMMA 3.6. Let ‘$) be a Qs-closed class of groups and let X be a !&formation. 
Let G E ‘9J and suppose that X is an I-projector of G and {H,,},,EA is a collection 
of normal subgroups of G. Then 
(i) nAEA xHA = wb HAI 
(ii) if X* is another X-projector of G such that X and X* are conjugate in 
(X, X*) and (A, , V,; (T E 52) is a normal series of G then 3~ E Q 
such that A,X = (1,X*, V,X f V,X*. 
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Proof. (i) Cf. ([16] Lemma 7.7). 
(ii) Let 
Q, = (u E sz; v,x = v,x*} 
sr, = (T E a; /1,x f (1,x*} 
and let A = OLD, V, , V = UTER2 4 . 
Then by (i) we have 
AX = /lx* (2) 
and by Lemma 3.5 
vx # vx*. (3) 
Since the set of subgroups belonging to a series is totally ordered by inclusion 
we have A, < V,, for any r E Q, and o E Q, . From this and (2) and (3) 
above we have A > V. Let x E A - V. Then x E A, - V, for some ,u E Q 
and a glance at the definitions of s2, and Qs shows that /1,X = (1,X*, 
v&&x f v,x*. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let M, M* be normal subgroups of a group GE If. Let S,, 
be a Sylowp’-subgroup of G and N, = NG(S,l n M), N,* = No(S,, n M*). 
Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) N, = N,*. 
(ii) The sets of p-chieffactors of G centralized by M and M* respectively 
are the same. 
(iii) In some chief series of G the sets of p-chief factors centralized by M 
and M* respectively are the same. 
Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 3.1 that (i) * (ii). For the p-chief 
factors of G centralized by M (resp. M*) are just those covered by N, 
(resp. NO*). 
Clearly (ii) 3 (iii). 
We finally prove that (iii) * (i). In the first place by replacing M* by M*M 
if necessary we may suppose M* > M. Then N,* < N, . 
Now if we take a chief series of G having the property specified in (iii) and 
intersect it with M* we obtain a series Z of M* each non-trivial factor of 
which is G-isomorphic to some factor in the original series. Consequently 
the factors of .Z are G-irreducible and a p-factor in Z is centralized by M if 
and only if it is centralized by M*. 
Suppose if possible that N, > ND* and let x E NP - N,*. Then 
(S,s n M*)” f S,, n M*. These subgroups are Sylow p’-subgroups of M* 
and so are certainly conjugate in the group they generate. Furthermore they 
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are G,,,-projectors of M *. Hence by Lemma 3.5 there is a chief factor H/K 
coming from Z and such that 
H(S,, n M*)” = H(S,* n M*), 
K(S,, n M*)” # K(S,, n M*). 
It follows from (4) and (5) that 




for some u E H - K. Therefore xu EN,*. As x EN, > ND* we obtain 
u E N, . Hence N, does not avoid H/K. Therefore by Lemma 3.1 H/K is 
either a p’-factor or a p-factor centralized by M. In the latter case M* also 
centralizes H/K by assumption and so in any case ND* covers H/K. Hence 
u E KN,* and (6) gives 
K(S,! n M*)5 = K(S,, n M*)“-’ = K(S,, n M*) 
contradicting (5). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
We end this section by investigating the relationship between O,,,(G) 
and the p-chief factors of a periodic locally soluble group G. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let GE 6. Then 
o,~G) = n C,W/K) 
where the intersection may be taken either over allp-chief factors of G or over all 
those p-chief factors of G occurring in some chief series of G. 
The proof uses the following two lemmas. As the first of these will be 
required later in a different context we have stated it in rather general terms. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let 3E be any Qs-closed class of groups and let 2B be any s-closed 
X-formation. Then 
(i) ~'93 is an s-closed LX-formation. 
(ii) If B = s!B and ‘@IO < 3E then L(%'B) < (LB)(L'%B). 
Proof. (i) Since YLJ is @?-closed so is em. To show that L%! is an LX-forma- 
tion we must take a group G E LX having normal subgroups {KA}nan such that 
G/K, E ~'33 for each I\ E A and n,,,, KA = 1 and show that G E LOB. 
Let X be any finitely generated subgroup of G. Then for h E A XKJK,, 
is a finitely generated subgroup of G/K, and so XKJK,, E ‘%B. Hence 
X/X n KA E 2JJ. But X E X, n KA = 1 and ‘11 is an x-formation, whence 
X E 2B. Therefore G E ~‘2J.3 as required. 
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(ii) Let G E L(B!B). Then G E LX and since WIB is s-closed every 
finitely generated subgroup X of G belongs to X n ‘$!JB. Consequently if 
Xsn is the ?E!-residual of X (that is, the intersection of all the normal subgroups 
K of X such that X/K E %B) then 
XjX’lD E m and XrnCE. (7) 
Furthermore if Y is another finitely generated subgroup of G containing X 
then X/X n Ysn g XY’l”/Ym E s’lu = ‘$B and so 
Xm< Ym if x < Y. (8) 
Let H be the set theoretic union of the subgroups Xsn where X runs over 
all finitely generated subgroups of G. It follows from (8) that H is a normal 
subgroup of G and that any finite set of elements of H is contained in a sub- 
group of the form Xm. Hence by (7) HE LB. In addition every finitely 
generated subgroup of G/H has the form YH/H for some finitely generated 
Y<GandsinceYH/HrY/YnHandYsn<Y~HwehaveYH/H~m. 
Consequently G/H E ~93. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let & ,..., 5, be s-closed G*-formations. Then g1 *** g,, 
is an s-closed G*-formation and L(& *a* &J = (~8~) **a (~3%) is an s-closed 
G-formation. 
Notice that any group G which has a series 
1 = G, 4 Gr q a.. 4 G,, = G 
with factors G,IG,-, E & also has such a series in which each Gi is a charac- 
teristic subgroup of G. Thus it is not necessary to insert brackets in the 
product & a** & . By Lemma 3.9 (i) similar remarks apply to the product 
WI) *-* Gh,). 
Proof. It is well known and easy to prove that $Jr *** &, is an 6*-formation. 
It follows from Lemma 3.9 (ii) by an easy induction that 
LGY1 -*- &‘n) G @W **- Gw* 
The reverse inclusion being apparent, the proof is complete. 
This result allows us to construct G-formations from many of the standard 
examples of 6*-formations (cf. Lemma 6.2). 
LEMMA 3.11. Suppose G E 6 and that G has a normal series 2 every factor 
of which is a q-group for some prime q. If for some prime p every p-factor in .Z 
is central in G then G E 6,,6, . 
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Proof. For U-groups this follows immediately from Lemma 3.7. For if 
we take M = 1, M* = G in that lemma we find that G has a normal Sylow 
p’-subgroup. 
In the general case we proceed as follows. Let X be any finite subgroup of G 
and let Z = (A, , V,; (T E Q). Consider the series 
(A,nX, V,nX;aEQ) (9) 
of X. This series contains of course only finitely many non-trivial factors. 
Now if A,, n X/V, n X is a non-trivial p-factor of (7) than as 
A,nX/v,nXg(A,nX) V,/V,, 
A,/ V, must be a p-factor. Therefore A,/ V, is central in G and A, n X/ V, n X 
is central in X. Refining (7) to a chief series of X then gives a chief series of X 
in which every p-factor is central. This means that X is p-nilpotent, that is 
X E 6,,*6,*. Hence GE L(G$G,*) = 6,,6, by Corollary 3.10. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. First let H/K be any p-chief factor of the G-group 
G with centralizer C. Now [O,(G), H] < O,(G) n H < K and so 
O,(G) < C. But by Corollary 3.3 O,(G/C) = 1 and so O,,,(G) < C. 
Now let 2 be any chief series of G and let D be the intersection of the 
centralizers of the p-factors in Z. The proof will be complete if we show that 
D E 6,,6, . Now every factor of 2 is a q-group for some q and so the same 
is true of ,Z n D. Further, every non-trivialp-factor in .Z n D is G-isomorphic 
to some nontrivial p-factor in Z and so is central in D. Hence by Lemma 3.11 
D E G,G, . 
4. g-NORMALIZERS 
Throughout this section we work inside a fixed Qs-closed subclass si of U. 
Z- will denote a fixed set of primes, f will be a &preformation function on n 
and 5 will be the saturated &formation defined by f. Thus 
5 = s(f) = 52 nB, n n %%f(p). ?=n (1) 
It is immediate from Theorem 3.8 and condition P2 that a %-group G 
belongs to 3 if and only if GE 6,, and A,(H/K) E f(p) for each p E r and 
p-chief factor H/K of G. 
Before defining the g-normalizers of a &group G we prove a number of 
technical results. The first of these concerns the f(p)-centralizer of a &group 
and is perhaps rather surprising in view of the customary bad behaviour of 
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Jordan-Holder-type theorems in infinite groups. It shows that in constructing 
the f(p)-centralizer of G it is sufficient to consider only those chief factors 
occurring in a given chief series of G. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G E R. Let C, be the f(p)-centralizer of G, let Z be a 
chief series of G and let 
where the intersection is taken over all p-chief factors H/K in Z such that 
A,(H/K) E f(p). Then C, = C,“. 
Proof. Let S,, be any Sylowp’-subgroup of G and let N, = N,(S,, n C,), 
N,* = N,(S,, r\ CD*). Now clearly C, < C,*. Since G/C, E f(p) by P2, 
every p-chief factor H/K in Z centralized by C, satisfies Ao(H/K) E f(p) and 
so is centralized also by C,*. Therefore C, and C,* centralize the same set of 
p-factors in Z and Lemma 3.7 shows N, = ND*. Again using Lemma 3.7 we 
find that C, and C,* centralize the same set of p-chief factors of G. Since C, 
is the intersection of the centralizers of thosep-chief factors which it centralizes 
it follows that C,* < C, and we have equality. 
LEMMA 4.2. 5 is a S-formation. 
Proof. It is clear that 5 = 05. Let G E A and suppose G has a collection 
KLl of normal subgroups such that G/K, E iij for each A and nlsn K, = 1. 
We must show that G E 5. 
By Corollary 3.10 S, is an G-formation and so G E 6, . For p E rr let C, be 
the f(p)-centralizer of G. Then by P2, G/C, E f(p). Now as G/K, E 5 
every p-chief factor H/K of G with KA < K < H satisfies A,(H/K) E f(p). 
Hence C, centralizes every p-chief factor of G/K,, and so by Theorem 3.8 
C,K,/K, E 6,$, . Hence CD/C, n KA E 6,,6,. Since nnen KA = 1 and 
6,6, is an G-formation it follows that C, E G&5,. Consequently 
G E 6,,6,f(p) and so GE 5. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Every saturated R-formation can be dejined by an integrated 
S-preformation function. 
Proof. This means that the function f of (1) can be chosen so as to satisfy 
f(p) < 3 for all p E x. Now it is easy to check that the intersection of two 
(R,p)-preformations is a third. By Lemma 4.2 5 is a (Ji,p)-preformation 
for all p and so the function f defined by f(p) = 3 n f(p) (p E TT) is a R-pre- 
formation function on rr. Clearly g(f) = s(f) and f is certainly integrated. 
We shall always assume that the R-preformation functions we consider are 
integrated. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let fI and fz be two integrated H-preformation functions 
defining the same saturated R-formation 3. Let G E $3, p E r, and let H/K be 
a p-chief factor of G with centralizer C. Then G/C E f,(p) if and only if 
G/C E f,(p)- 
Proof. Suppose that G/C E fr( p). Let S be a Sylow p’-subgroup of C and 
N = No(S). Then by a Frattini argument G = CN. Hence 
G/C g N/N n C. (2) 
Now S is clearly a normal Sylowp’-subgroup of N n C and so Nn C E G,G,. 
Hence from (2) 
N/S E %fdp). (3) 
We claim that S = O,(N). For by Lemma 3.1 N covers H/K and so 
H/K g H n N/K n N as N-groups. Since H n N/K n N is a p-factor 
O,(N) centralizes it; consequently O,(N) < C and so O,(N) = S as 
stated. 
It follows from (3) and the fact that fr is integrated that N/S E 3. For if 
p f 4 ET then N/S E 6,6&J,(q) = E+&(q). Therefore N/S E 69,6pfe(p). 
But O&N/S) = 1 and so N/S E 6,f,(p). Hence N/N n C, and therefore 
from (2) G/C also, belongs to 6,f,(p). But by Corollary 3.3 O,(G/C) = 1 
and so G/C E f,(p). The result now follows by a symmetrical argument. 
If 3 = g(f) as in (1) where f is an integrated &preformation function and 
if H/K is a p-chief factor of some %-group G then H/K is called &-central 
(in G) if p E v and A,(H/K) E f(p). 0th erwise H/K is called g-eccentric in G. 
By Lemma 4.4 above these concepts depend only on 5 and not on the 
particular preformation function defining 5. With this terminology the f(p)- 
centralizer of G is the intersection of the centralizers of the B-central p-chief 
factors of G and this too is independent of the way 5 is defined. Notice that 
the usual proof of these facts (cf. ([I] Theorem 2.2)) depends on forming a 
certain wreath product; since this will in general take us outside U it is not 
available to us here. 
Let C, be the @)-centralizer of G. The C-normalizers of G corresponding 
to the n-system C = (CD>,,, are called the &-normalizers of G. Since C 
depends only on i’J the &-normalizers of G also depend only on 5. If S is 
some Sylow basis of G the &-normalizer of G associated with it is thus 
D=S,,n nN, 
Pen 
where N, = N,(S,, n C,). 
It may be possible to recover the &-normalizers of G from n-systems of G 
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other than C as the following result shows. We use the notation introduced 
above here and subsequently. 
LEMMA 4.5 For p E 7 let C,* be a normal subgroup of G such that 
G/C,* E f(p). Let D* = S, n &,, N,(S,, n CD*). Then D* < D and if 
C,* < C, for each p 6 rr then D* = D. 
Proof. Let Cz* = C,+C, >, C,*. Now any p-chief factor of G cen- 
tralized by C, * is g-central and so is centralized by C, and also by Cz*. 
Hence C,* and Cz* centralize the same p-chief factors of G and so by 
Lemma 3.7 N,(S,, n C,*) = N,(S,, n Cz*) for each p ~a. Since 
Cz* 3 C, it is clear that N,(S,, n Cg*) < N,(S,, n C,) = N, . Hence 
D* < D. If CD* < C, the reverse inclusion is obvious and so D = D* in 
this case. 
Thus for example if the classes f(p) happen to be R-formations the g-nor- 
malizers of G can be constructed from the f(p)-residuals Gf(*) of G in place 
of the f( p)-centralizers. 
Most of the basic properties of g-normalizers can be read off from results 
in Sections 2-3. We summarize them in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let G E A and let $J be a saturated R-formation. Then 
(i) The &normalizers of G are conjugate in G. 
(ii) If K Q G the ~-normalizers of G/K are precisely the subgroups 
DKIK where D runs over the &normalizers of G 
(iii) If G E 3 the &-normalizers of G coincide with G. 
(iv) If K 4 G, G/K E 5 and D is an S-normalizer of G then G = DK. 
(v) The $J-normalizers of G cover the &-central chief factors of G and 
avoid the g-eccentric ones. 
(vi) The &-normalixers of G belong to 3. 
Proof. (i) is immediate from the definition and Theorem 2.10. 
(ii) By Lemma 2.13 (iv) if D is the &-normalizer of G associated with 
the Sylow basis S of G then DK/K is the normalizer of G/K associated with 
the Sylow basis SK/K and the r-system (C,K/K}. Now GIC,K is a homo- 
morphic image of G/C, and so belongs to f(p). Also every S-central p-chief 
factor of G/K corresponds to an &-central p-chief factor of G and so is 
centralized by C, . Therefore C,K/K is contained in the f(p)-centralizer of 
G/K. It now follows from Lemma 4.5 that DK/K is an &-normalizer of G/K. 
As the g-normalizers of G/K are conjugate they all have this form. 
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(iii) If GE 5 then Theorem 3.8 shows that C, = O,,,(G) for p E r. 
ThusS,jnCP~G,N,=GandD=S,n&,,,N,=G. 
(iv) is immediate from (ii) and (iii). 
(v) is immediate from Theorem 3.4. 
(vi) Let D be any &iormalizer of G. With the usual notation we have 
forpEnG/C,Ef(p) <sandsoby( iv a ) b ove DC, = G. Hence D/D r\ C, E 
DC,jC, E f(p). Now D normalizes S,t n C, and so also normalizes 
S,, n D n C,; also by Lemma 2.13 (ii) S,, reduces into D and so S,, n D n C, 
is a Sylow p’-subgroup of D n C, . Hence D E 6,*6&p) and since D E 6, 
by definition it follows that D E 5. 
We now investigate the relationship between the $j-normalizers of a 
s-group G and the S-normalizers of certain subgroups of G. The following 
lemma on chief series of G-groups will be useful. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let G = RH E 6 where H < G and R is a normal L‘S-sub- 
group of G. Let (A,, V,; o E ~2) be any chief series of G. Then after suppression 
of trivial factors (A, n H, V, n H; u E Sz) becomes a chief series of H and if 
A, n H/V, n H is non-trivial then &(A, n H/V, n H) z &(.4,/V,,). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.8 R centralizes each A,/V, and so A,/V, is H-irre- 
ducible. Now A, n H/VU n He (A, n H) VO/VO as H-groups and if 
A, n H/V, n H is non-trivial the fact that A,/ V, is H-irreducible gives 
A, n H/V, n H g A,/V, as H-groups. Hence A&l, n H/V, n H) E 
&(A,/V,,) = AG(A,/VJ as R centralizes /IO/V, . 
The following converse result may be worth mentioning although it is 
not relevant to our immediate needs. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let G = RH E 6 where R is a normal sA-subgroup of G 
and H < G. Then every chief factor of H is H-isomorphic to some chief factor 
of G. 
Here 3” denotes the class of hypercentral groups, that is groups G whose 
upper central series, continued transfinitely if necessary, terminates at G. 
Proof. (This result would of course be an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 4.7 if the Jordan-Holder theorem held in H). 
Let L/M be any chief factor of H. We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. H n R avoids L/M. Then LRIMR g LIM(L n R) = L/M as 
H-groups. The subgroups LR and MR are normal in G = HR and so LRIMR 
is the required chief factor in this case. 
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Case 2. H n R covers L/M. Then L/M = M(L n H n R)/M g 
L n H n RIM n H n R as H-groups and so by replacing L and M by their 
intersections with H n R we may suppose L < H n R. Let (2,; 01 < p) be 
the upper central series of R. Here p is an ordinal and we have 2, = 1, 
& 4 -&I+, if 01 < P, Z, = Uay<, 2, if TV is a limit ordinal < p and 2, = R. 
Each 2, is characteristic in R and so normal in G. The subgroups (2, n L)M 
for (Y < p form an ascending series of normal subgroups of H running from 
M to L and since L/M is H-irreducible it follows that for some (Y < p we have 
(2, n L)M = M, (Z,,, n L)M = L. The Zassenhaus Lemma then gives 
as H-groups. The subgroups forming the factor on the right lie between Z, 
and Za+l and so are normalized by R. Hence they are normal in G. The factor 
on the right of (4), being H-irreducible, is therefore a chief factor of G and is 
H-isomorphic to L/M. 
Since H n R Q H cases 1 and 2 are exhaustive and the result is proved. 
THEOREM 4.9. Suppose G = RH E $3 where H < G and R is a normal 
L%-subgroup of G. Let T be a Sylow basis of H, R be the unique Sylow basis of R 
and let S = (R,T,). Then S is a Sylow basis of G and if D and DI are the 
&-normalizers of G associated with S and of H associated with T respectively 
wehaveDnH=D,. 
Proof. Letp E v and let C,(H), C,(G) be the @)-centralizers of H and G 
respectively. We first show that 
C,(G) n H G C,(H). (5) 
For let ,J? be any chief series of G. Then Lemma 4.7 shows that if we inter- 
sect Z with H we obtain a chief series Z’ of H every S-central p-chief factor 
of which is H-isomorphic to some S-central p-chief factor of JY. Hence 
C,(G) n H centralizes every g-central p-chief factor in C’. By by Lemma 4.1 
C,(H) is the intersection of the centralizers in H of all these chief factors. 
Hence (5) is established. 
We have by definition 
D, = T,, n 0 NR(T9, n C,(H)). (6) 
PEli 
It follows from Theorem 3.8 that C,(G) > R; hence using (5) 
C,(G) = R(H n C,(G)) < RC,(H). (7) 
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Now from Corollary 2.4 we have S,, n K’,(H) = Rp,(TD, n C,(H)) and 
since R,, Q G this is normalized by D, . Hence from (7) D, also normalizes 
S,p n C,(G) if p E n. This shows that D, < D n H. 
On the other hand H/H n C,(G) g HC,(G)/C,(G) = G/C,(G) since 
C,(G) 3 R. Consequently H/H n C,(G) E f(p). This fact, together with (5) 
and Lemma 4.5, shows that 
D, = T, n n N&T,, n H n C,(G)). 
wa 
Now by definition D normalizes SD, n C,(G) and so D n H normalizes 
S,, n H n C,(G) = T,, n H n C,(G). We therefore obtain D n H < D, 
and so these two subgroups are equal. 
A somewhat more direct proof can be given on the basis of Lemma 4.5 but 
the above argument seems more instructive. 
We now investigate subgroups of G which contain an &-normalizer of G. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let D be the &-normalizer of the R-group G associated 
with the Sylow basis S of G and suppose D < H < G. Let C,(H), C,(G) be the 
f( p)-centralizers of H and G respectively. Then 
(9 C,(H) < C,(G) n II 
(ii) If S reduces into H then D is contained in the @normalizer of H 
associated with S n H. 
For the proof we require the following elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let H be a locally finite p-group, let A be a locally Jinite 
group of automorphisms of H and suppose that H has a series of A-invariant 
subgroups the factors of which are centralized by A. Then A is a p-group. 
Proof. If not then A contains a non-trivial element 01 of prime order 4 f p 
and in obtaining a contradiction we may replace A by (a) and so assume A 
cyclic of order Q. Then H contains an element x such that X= f x. The 
smallest A-invariant subgroup K of H containing x is finite and has a series 
of A-invariant subgroups with factors centralized by A. But then the semi- 
direct product K(a) is nilpotent and so [K, a] = 1 since Q f p. This 
contradiction proves the result. 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. (i) Let L/M be any B-central p-chief factor of G. 
We must show that C,(H) centralizes L/M. Since H contains an &normalizer 
of G it follows from Theorem 4.6 (v) that covers L/M. Hence L/M g 
L n H/M n H as H-groups. Now C,(G) centralizes L/M and so C,(G) n H 
centralizes L n H/M n H. But since G/C,(G) E f(p) < 3 and D < H 
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Theorem 4.6 gives HC,(G) = G. Hence H/H n C,(G) g HC,(G)/C,(G) = 
G/C,(G) E f(p). The fact that H n C,(G) centralizes L n H/M n H therefore 
means that A&L n H/M n H) E f(p). Th us if we construct part of a chief 
series of H from M n H to L n H the factors in this series will be g-central 
in H and will therefore be centralized by C,(H). Since L n HIM n H is a 
p-group H-isomorphic to L/M it follows from Lemma 4.11 that the group of 
automorphisms induced by C,(H) on L/M is a p-group. That is, 
is a p-group. But this group is isomorphic to 
C,(H)Co(LIM)ICo(LIM). (8) 
Since C,(L/M) > C,(G) and HC,(G) = G, (8) is therefore a normal 
p-subgroup of G/C,(L/M). By Corollary 3.3 we now obtain C,(H)<Co(L/M), 
which proves (i). 
(ii) For p E r D normalizes S,J n C,(G) and since D < H, D also 
normalizes S,, n C,(G) n H. It follows from (i) that D normalizes 
S,, n H n C,(H). Hence D is contained in the @normalizer of H associated 
with S n H. 
We conclude this section on g-normalizers by proving the following 
complementation result which extends Theorem 5.15 of [ 11. 
THEOREM 4.12. Let GE 53 and suppose that the g-residual GB of G is 
abelian. Then Gs is complemented in G and the complements are precisely the 
&-normalizers of G. 
Proof. Let A = Gg. Now any complement of A in G belongs to 5 and 
so is contained in some s-normalizer of G by Theorem 4.9. It therefore 
remains only to prove that every s-normalizer D of G complements A in G. 
By Theorem 4.6 we have AD = G. Let {A,} be the unique Sylow basis 
of A and for each prime p E v let L,, = O,,(D). Let x --+ x be the natural 
homomorphism of G onto G = G/A,jA, , L,,]. Clearly GE 6,&f(q) if -- 
p f q E T. On the other hand J?,, Q G and GIL,) E 6,f(p). Hence GE $J 
and by definition of A it follows that A, = [A, , L,,]. By Fitting’s Lemma 
applied locally we find that C,c(L,,) = 1. But D n A, is a normal p-sub- 
group of D and so [D n A, , L,,] = 1. Hence D n A,, = 1. This holds for 
each p E ZT whence D n A = 1 and the proof is concluded. 
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5. &PROJECTORS 
In this section we establish the existence and conjugacy of g-projectors in 
&groups. The argument employed is similar in spirit to that of [IS], that 
is we first deal with the (L’%)~-case, in which the @normalizers turn out to 
be the &projectors sought, and then establish the general case by an induc- 
tion argument based on a lemma of Gaschiitz. The notation of the last 
section will frequently be used. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G E R n (~‘3)s. Then the B-projectors of G are precisely 
the @zomalizers of G. 
Proof. Let R be any normal B-subgroup of G such that G/R E 5. 
First let E be any &projector of G. Then G = RE. Now E is an B-nor- 
malizer of itself by Theorem 4.6 (iii) and so Theorem 4.9 gives E < D for 
some &normalizer D of G. Since &projectors are clearly maximal g-sub- 
groups we have E = D. 
On the other hand let D be the @normalizer of G associated with the 
Sylow basis S. Then G = RD by Theorem 4.6 (iv). Also S reduces into D 
by Lemma 2.13 and so S, = R,(S, n D) with the notation of Theorem 4.9. 
Let H be a subgroup of G containing D. Then H = (R n H)D and T = 
{(Ii, n H)(S, n D)} is a Sylow basis of H. Let D, be the &-normalizer of H 
associated with T. Then by Theorem 4.9 D, = D n H, that is D, = D. 
Therefore D is an g-normalizer of H. Consequently if K u Hand H/K E i’J 
then H = KD by Theorem 4.6 (iv). Thus D is an g-projector of G and the 
theorem is proved. 
A standard argument now gives the existence and conjugacy of @projectors 
in arbitrary R-groups. We indicate the details for the convenience of the 
reader. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let G be any group, X any q-closed class and X an &projector 
of G. Then 
(i) if X < H < G then X is an X-projector of H 
(ii) if N 4 G then XN/N is an X-projector of G/N. 
The proof is immediate. 
LEMMA 5.3 [5]. Let G be any group, X any Q-closed class and N 4 G. 
If Z/N is an &projector of GIN and X is an X-projector of X then X is an 
3E-projector of G. 
Proof. Suppose X < U < G, V 4 U and U/V E X. Then UN/ VN g 
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U/(U n N)V E Qx = JE and since X/N is an &projector of G/N and 
X/NN = UN/N < UN/N we obtain UN = VX. Hence 
U= V(XnU). (1) 
AlsoXn UjXn VE(Xn U)V/V= U/Vby(l)mdsoXn UQZn VEX. 
As X is an X-projector of X we have X n U = (X n V)X. It now follows 
from (1) that U = VX. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let G E A and let 3 be a saturated %-formation. Then G 
has a unique conjugacy class of g-projectors. 
Proof. We prove by induction on k that the result holds for all &groups 
G E (L'%)~%. By Theorem 5.1 this is true if k = 1. 
If k > 1 choose N 4 G with G/N E (L%)S and NE (L‘%)"-~. Then by the 
case k = 1 GIN has an &projector E/N. Since EE (~%)~-lij, i? has an 
g-projector E by induction. By Lemma 5.3 E is an &projector of G. 
Further if E1 and E, are @projectors of G then by Lemma 5.2 E,NIN 
and E,N/N are &projectors of G/N. By the case k = 1 E,N = EzxN for 
some x E G. But now E1 and E,” are &projectors of E,N E (LIIZ)~-~~ and so 
they are conjugate in E,N by induction. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.5. If N 4 GE R the projectors of G/N are precisely the 
groups EN/N h w ere E runs over the B-projectors of G. 
The case $$ = L%*, R = U should perhaps be given special mention. 
Since L'R* = n 6,,6, over all primes p L%* is the saturated U-formation 
defined by the preformation function f(p) = (l), the class of groups of 
order 1, for all p. If G E U and S is a Sylow basis of G the L%-normalizer of G 
associated with S is just &, NG(SD,) = 0, No(SJ, the basis normalizer of S. 
The corresponding projectors are analogues of the Carter subgroups of finite 
soluble groups and we shall call them Carter subgroups. Since a locally finite 
p-group may possess proper self-normalizing subgroups (for example B is self- 
normalizing in A 1 B if A is cyclic of order p and B is any infinite p-group) 
the Carter subgroups of a U-group are not in general characterized as the self- 
normalizing L’%-subgroups of that group. We have in general the following: 
LEMMA 5.6. Let E be a locally nilpotent subgroup of a U-group G. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) E is a Carter subgroup of G 
(ii) E is abnormal in G 
(iii) E is quasi-abnormal in G. 
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Here a subgroup H of a group K is called abnormal in K if x E (H, H”) 
for all x E K and quasi-abnormal in K if every subgroup of K containing H 
is self-normalizing in K. It is well known that every abnormal subgroup of a 
group is quasi-abnormal in that group [2]. 
Proof. (ii) * (iii) as pointed out above. S. E. Stonehewer has pointed 
out that (iii) + (i). In fact suppose E < H < G, K Q H and H/K E L%. 
If KE < H there exist subgroups M, N with KE < M < N < H and M 
maximal in N. Then M/K is a maximal subgroup of the &-group N/K and 
so M 4 N by a theorem of McLain ([ll] or ([13] Theorem 4.31)). This 
contradicts the assumed quasi-abnormality of E. 
That (i) s (ii) follow s f rom the following result the proof of which is 
entirely analogous to the corresponding result for finite soluble groups. 
LEMMA 5.7. If 3 > A n L% is a saturated &formation, GE Sz and E is 
an g-projector of G then E is abnormal in G. 
Proof. First if N = No(E) and N > E then as N/E has a finite L%-series 
there exists a normal subgroup U/E of N/E with U < N and N/U E R n L%. 
But then UE = N, a contradiction. Hence N = E. Now let x E G. Then E 
and Ex, as g-projectors of (E, E”) = L, are conjugate in that group. There- 
fore Ezv = E for some y EL. Hence xy E N,(E) = E < L and it follows 
that x EL. 
However in U-groups whose locally nilpotent subgroups are well behaved 
the Carter subgroups are characterized as in the finite case. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let X be any s-closed subclass of U and suppose that every 
locally nilpotent X-group satisfies the normalizer condition. Then 
(i) Every locally nilpotent QX-group satis$es the normalizer condition. 
(ii) If G E Qx then every self-normalizing ~'8 subgroup of G is a Carter 
subgroup of G. 
Proof. (i) Let H be a locally nilpotent group in Qx. Then Hz X/L 
for some X E X. Let D be a basis normalizer (that is, La-normalizer) of X. 
Then LD = X by Theorem 4.6 and so HE DID n X. Since D E ~'9 it 
satisfies the normalizer condition. Hence so does H. 
(ii) We use induction on the La-length of G. If G E L% the result is 
immediate. Otherwise let R be the LIIZ-radical of G and let C be any self- 
normalizing I%-subgroup of G. Then CR E (L'%)~ and by Theorem 4.9 we 
have C < D for some basis normalizer D of CR. Now C is self-normalizing 
and D, being locally nilpotent, satisfies the normalizer condition. Hence 
C = D. Now let N = No(CR). Then a Frattini argument shows that 
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N = N,(C)R. Hence CR = N. Therefore CR/R is a self-normalizing 
L92-subgroup of G/R. By induction on rX-length we may assume that CR/R 
is an L’X-projector of G/R. Since C is an L’%-projector of CR, Lemma 5.3 now 
shows that C is an L’%-projector, that is a Carter subgroup, of G. 
We now examine in more detail the relationship between &-normalizers and 
%-projectors of A-groups. Let G E (L'S)~~ n R and let 
1 = G,, < Gi < *** < Gk < G,,, = G (1) 
be a normal series of G with G/G, E 3 and G,IGi-, E ~92 for 1 < i < k. 
Let S be a Sylow basis of G and D the &normalizer of G associated with it. 
We define inductively subgroups 
D = D, < D,-, < ... < D, = E,, < EI < ... < E, = G 
satisfying the following conditions 
(2) 
(i) S reduces into Di and Ei (0 < i < 4, 
(ii) Ei = DiGi (0 < i < k), 
(iii) DidI is the &-normalizev of Ei associated with S n Ei (1 < i < k). 
We begin by defining D = D, . Then G,D, = G and so if we put Ek = G 
and D,-, = D conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied by Lemma 2.13 (ii). Assume 
now that for some i with 0 < i < k - 1 Di and Ei+, have been constructed. 
Let Ei = DiGi . Since S reduces into Di and the normal subgroup Gi of G 
Lemma 2.7 shows that S reduces into Ei . Let DipI be the &-normalizer of Ei 
associated with S n Ei . Then S reduces into Dip1 . Now since Di and Gi are 
subgroups of Ei+l we have Di < Ei < Ei+l . Condition (iii) and Theorem 
4.10 therefore give Di < DieI < E, . The construction therefore proceeds 
and is completed by defining E,, = D, . 
We now show by induction on k - i that Ei/Gi is an $J-projector of G/G, . 
This is trivially true when i = k. If 0 < i < k then Ei/Gi E 5 by (ii). Now 
E,-,/G,-, = Di-,Gi-,/Gi-, is an g-normalizer of the (rX)g-group Ei/Gi-, 
and so is an g-projector of that group by Theorem 5.1. If we know that 
Ei/Gi is an &projector of G/Gi then applying Lemma 5.3 to G/G,-, with 
N = G,IG,-, shows that E,-,IG,-, is an s-projector of GIG,-r . We therefore 
find that E = E,, is an g-projector of G. 
We summarize some of these facts as follows. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let GE A, let S be a Sylow basis of G and let D be the 
&normalizer of G associated with S. Then there exists an i$-projector E of G 
such that D < E and S reduces into E. Furthermore each &-projector E* of G 
contains the S-normalizer of G associated with some Sylow basis of G which 
reduces into E”. 
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Proof. We have already proved everything but the last statement and 
that is immediate from Theorem 5.4. 
The following theorem gives more information about the relationship 
mentioned above in the special case of (L%)2~-groups (cf. ([l] Theorems 
5.9-5.11)). 
THEOREM 5.10. Let G E 53 n (L%)~$J. Then each ~-normalizer of G is 
contained in a unique &-projector of G. 
Proof. A proof similar to that of ([l] Theorem 5.9) can be constructed 
on the basis of Lemma 3.6. However the following proof may also be of 
interest as being more constructive. Let R be the L%-radical of G, let D be 
the g-normalizer of G associated with the Sylow basis S and let E be an 
&projector of G containing D. Then DRIR is an &projector of G/R by 
Theorem 5.4 and hence DR = ER. Hence E = (E n R)D. Now S reduces 
into every subgroup of R and since S also reduces into D it reduces into E 
and into ER = DR. Let T = S n DR. Then T n E extends to a unique 
Sylow basis of DR = ER, namely T, and Theorem 4.9 shows that E is a 
subgroup of the g-normalizer of DR associated with T. Hence E coincides 
with that &-normalizer and so is uniquely determined by D. 
COROLLARY 5.11. Let G E $3 n (L'%)~% and let D be an @normalizer of G 
contained in an &projector E of G. Then 
(i) If also Dz < E then x E No(E), 
(ii> No(D) ,< NO(E), 
(iii) If iJj > L'% then N,(D) < E. 
Proof. (i) We have Dx < En Ex and so E = E” by Theorem 5.10. 
Hence x E N,(E). 
(ii) is a special case of(i). 
(iii) follows from (ii) and Lemma 5.7. 
We conclude this section by proving a result analogous to Theorem 4.9 
(cf. ([l] Theorem 5.12)). 
THEOREM 5.12. Let G = RH E R where H < G and R is a normal 
L%-subgroup of G. Then every &-projector of H has the form E n H for some 
&projector E of G. 
Proof. Let E/R be an g-projector of G/R. Then as I? E (L%)S, Theorem 
5.1 shows that any &normalizer of E is an &projector of .!?. Lemma 5.3 then 
shows that any such $+normalizer is an @projector of G. Now ,!? = R(i? n H) 
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and by Theorem 4.9 there is an &-normalizer E of E such that E n E n H = 
E n His an @normalizer of B n H. By the above remarks E is an s-projector 
of G. 
Now G/R E H/R n H and this isomorphism shows that En H/R n H 
is an @projector of H/R n H. Since E n H is an +-rormalizer of i? n H 
it is therefore an @projector of H. The rest follows by conjugacy. 
We may now define the concept of “well placed subgroup” in a manner 
analogous to ([8] Sec. 5) and the analogue of Theorem F of [8] is an immediate 
consequence of Theorems 4.9 and 5.12. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
Analogues of many of the well known saturated formations of finite 
soluble groups may be constructed using the following two facts. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let 3’ < 3 be Q-closed subclasses of 6. Let f be a D-preforma- 
tion function on a set rr of primes and let 5 be the saturated D-formation which it 
dejines. Then 5 n ID’ is a saturated V-formation and is defined by f’(p) = 
f(p) n ID’ (P E 4. 
Proof. The proof is routine and will be omitted. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let &, be any s-closed saturated G*-formation. Then L& is 
an s-closed saturated G-formation. 
Proof. By ([3] Theorem A) &, can be defined by an (%*-formation function 
f. such that each f,,(p) (p E r) is s-closed. Then 
and so 
since all the classes concerned are s-closed. Hence by Corollary 3.10 
By Lemma 3.9 each Lfa(p) is an G-formation and so L&, is a saturated 
G-formation. 
Thus taking account of Lemma 3.9 we see that the class L(%*~) = (L'%*)~ 
of E+roups of M-length < K, the class (G&,.)IcGPs = L((G$,G~*)%$) 
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of G-groups of p-length < K and the class of periodic locally supersoluble 
groups are examples of saturated G-formations; each of these can actually 
be defined by a formation function. 
As we have pointed out, the classes 6* of finite soluble groups, (L!JI*)G* 
of almost locally nilpotent G-groups and 6 of homomorphic images of 
periodic soluble linear groups are among those which may be taken as R in 
Sections 4-5. We conclude by relating our results to previous work in these 
classes. 
Finite groups. 
First of all it is easy to see that if X is any (G*, p)-preformation then 6,*X 
is an 6*-formation, that is a formation in the usual sense of finite soluble 
group theory. For S,*X is Q-closed by Pl of Sec. 1. Our assertion will then 
follow easily if we can show that whenever G is a finite soluble group with 
normal subgroups & (i = 1,2) with G/Ki E X and Kl n K, = 1 then 
G E 6,*X. To see this let Ai be the base group of C, 1 (G/K,) (i = 1,2) 
where C, is a cyclic group of order p and let H be the semidirect product 
H = (A, x A,)G where G acts on A, as G/K, does. In a chief series of H 
through A, and A, x A, the group of automorphisms induced by H on any 
p-chief factor is clearly an I-group. Hence by P2 and the fact that O,,,(H) 
is the intersection of the centralizers of the p-chief factors of H we find 
H/O,,,(H) E X. But since G is faithfully represented on A = A, x A, that 
subgroup contains its centralizer in H. Hence O,!(H) = 1 and so HE GP*3E. 
Since this class is q-closed we find also that G E 6,*X. Hence 6,*X is an 
6*-formation. 
Now if 3 is the saturated 6*-formation defined by the 6*-preformation 
function f on rr then 5 can also be defined by the function f given by f(p) = 
6,*f(p) (p E rr). By the preceding remarks f is actually an G*-formation 
function, and so 5 is a saturated formation in the usual sense of finite soluble 
group theory. Thus the theory we have developed reduces to the usual one 
when we apply it to the class of finite soluble groups. 
We may also take si to be some proper Qs-closed subclass of the class of 
finite soluble groups, for example the class as(G) of sections of some finite 
soluble group G. In this case the above considerations need not apply since 
the group H constructed may not lie in Sz. The projectors obtained in a- 
groups for such % are not necessarily those associated with any given saturated 
6*-formation. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let Ai (; = 1,2) be a group isomorphic to S, , the 
symmetric group on three letters. Let A = A, x A, and for i = 1,2 let Bi 
be the cyclic subgroup of order 3 of Ai generated by bi . Let V be the group 
algebra of A over the field of 5 elements. Then in V, (1 - b,)(l - b,) f 0. 
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Hence regarding V as a right A-module, W = [V, B, , B,] f 0. W is 
clearly a submodule of V. Now by Fitting’s lemma we have 
for i = 1, 2 and so b, is fixed point free on [V, BJ. Hence both 6, and b, 
are fixed point free on W and so if C is any minimal A-submodule of W, 
neither B, nor B, centralizes C. But B, and B, are the only minimal normal 
subgroups of A and so C is a faithful irreducible A-module. 
Let G be the semidirect product 
G = CA (1) 
corresponding to the representation of A just obtained and let % = QS(G). 
Since every 5’-subgroup of G is conjugate to a subgroup of A, every subgroup 
of G is isomorphic to one of the form XY with Y < A and X a subgroup of C 
normalized by Y. Since C is A-irreducible, if Y = A then either X = 1 or 
X = C. Hence 
fi < (‘3 u (4 u %,*fU) 
where f(5) denotes the class of proper sections of A, that is (QS(A) - (A)) u (1) 
and (H) denotes the class of groups isomorphic to H together with the groups 
of order 1. 
Now f(5) is a (A, 5)-preformation since neither G nor A possesses any 
5-chief factors on which an f(5)-group of automorphisms is induced. Hence 
5 = G&J(5) n 53 is a saturated s-formation (defined by putting f(p) = si 
for p + 5). Every &group other than G belongs to 5 but G $ $J; the F- 
projectors of G are the conjugates of A, 
Now suppose 5 is some saturated 6*-formation such that in every 
R-group the B-projectors and the &projectors coincide. Then 5 is defined 
by some integrated 6*-formation function f. Now A clearly contains a group 
of the form ST where T z S’s , and S is a normal 5-subgroup on which T 
is faithfully and irreducibly represented. Since ST E 3, ST E 5. It follows 
that Ss of and by the formation property A e S, x S, E f(5). Hence 
G = CA E S&5) and it follows that G E 5. However G $3 and so no such 
5 can exist. 
However the projectors which we obtain in any given Qs-closed class R of 
finite soluble groups are always associated with some Schunk class or saturated 
homomorph [14]. For let 3 = g(f) b e a saturated A-formation in the usual 
way and let 
B = u %*f(P). 
2)-f 
Then $3 = Q$, that is, sj is a homomorph. We have 
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LEMMA 6.4. Let G E 52. Then GE 5 if and only if every primitive homo- 
morphic image of G belongs to fi. 
Proof. It is clear that every primitive image of an B-group belongs to $. 
To see the converse let G be a R-group all of whose primitive images 
belong to !?J. Since the intersection of the kernels of the homomorphisms of G 
onto primitive groups is the Frattini subgroup @ of G it follows that G/@ E 6,* 
and so GE 6,*. Now let p E r. By a remark of Carter and Hawkes ([I] 
p. 180), O,,,(G) is the intersection of the centralizers of the complemented 
p-chief factors of G. Let H/K be such a chief factor with complement M and 
centralizer C. Then G/M n C is primitive with unique minimal subgroup the 
p-group C/M n C. Hence G/M n C E 9. Now clearly Js < 5 as f is 
integrated. Since the unique minimal normal subgroup of G/M n C is a 
p-group it follows that G/M n C E 6,*f(p), and since C/M n C is the Fitting 
subgroup of G/M n C we have G/C E f(p). 
In the language of [14] this says that 5 n 53 = fj n 53 where 5 is the 
saturation of 5. The $J-projectors of g-groups are therefore the &projectors. 
Almost locally nilpotent groups. 
Stonehewer [15] proved that if &, is any saturated 6*-formation then 
every (I%*&*-group possesses a unique conjugacy class of L&-projectors. 
It follows from the following result that this result is equivalent to the case 
R = (L‘$I*)G* of our Theorem 5.4. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let &, be any saturated G*-formation. Then LB,, n (L'%*)G* 
is a saturated (L%*)G*-formation. Every saturated (L%*)G*-formation has 
this form. 
Proof. Let 3,, be defined by the 6*-formation function f on a set rr. Then 
2h = c* n n ~S,*f(p). (2) 
wn 
Now if GE (~92*)6* then O,,,(G) has finite index in G for any prime p. 
It follows from this that f is a (L%*)6*-preformation function. If 5 is the 
saturated (~‘%*)6*-formation which it defines then 
5 = (L%*&* n 6, n n G,G,f(p). (3) 
PET 
We claim that 
5 = ~&n (L%*)G*. (4 
To see this, first let G E 3. Let R be the L%-radical of G and let X be any 
finite subgroup of G such that RX = G. We will prove that X E g,, , thereby 
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proving G E L&, . Let Z be any chief series of G. Then by Lemma 4.7 
Z n X is a chief series of X and if H/K is any factor in Z n X then -- 
&(H/K) sx A&/K) f or some chief factor H/K m ,Z. But for p E n every 
p-chief factor of G is s-central. Hence every p-chief factor of X is &,-central 
andsoXE5,. 
Conversely assume that GE L& and has L‘R-radical R of finite index. 
Then certainly G E 6, . Let p E rr and let U/V be any p-chief factor of G. 
Then U/V is finite since AG( U/V) is finite (see [15] Theorem 4.1). Since 
G E L$$, there exists a finite &-subgroup X of G such that RX = G and 
U < VX. Then U/V g U n X/V n X as X-groups. Since U/V is X-irre- 
ducible this is a p-chief factor of X. Hence A,( U n X/V n X) E f(p) and so 
A,( U/V) E f(p). But X and G induce the same group of automorphisms on 
U/V and so this factor is B-central. Therefore every p-chief factor of G is 
&-central and so G E 3. This establishes (4). 
To see that every saturated (L%*)6*-formation 3 has the form given in (4) 
we notice first that if 5 is defined by a preformation function f then 5 is 
also defined by the function f* given by f*(p) = f(p) n 6*. This is because 
O,*,(G) has finite index in G if GE (~'%*)(5*. By the remarks preceding 
Example 6.3 it follows that 5 is defined by some 6*-formation function f. . 
If f,, defines the saturated 6*-formation &, then the above argument shows 
that (4) holds. 
The class CC. 
Wehrfritz ([17] Theorem Al) showed that the class 6 of homomorphic 
images of periodic soluble linear groups is contained in our class U. We 
therefore obtain a theory of saturated formations in 6. The particular case 
of this which relates to the saturated formation L'%* was developed by 
Wehrfritz in [17]. He in fact proved that in any &group the self-normalizing 
L%-subgroups are conjugate; however this follows from our Lemma 5.8 
if the fact that locally nilpotent linear groups are hypercentral [4] and so 
satisfy the normalizer condition is taken into account. 
By a well known theorem of Mal’cev [lo] every soluble linear group G 
contains a triangulable normal subgroup N of finite index. Thus if G is linear 
over a field k and periodic then N’ = 1 if k is of characteristic zero and N’ 
is a nilpotent p-group if k has prime characteristic p. Consequently if a(k) 
denotes the class of periodic soluble groups which have a faithful linear 
representation over the field k of characteristic p, together with their homo- 
morphic images, then O,<,(G) h as finite index in G for each GE R and 
4 f p. It is then not difficult to see as in the earlier parts of this section that 
every saturated a(k)-formation can be defined by a 6(k)-preformation 
function f such that f(q) is an 6*-formation for each 4 f p, and that every 
6*-formation is a (a(k), q)-preformation for 4 # p. 
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